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Amanda Quick's bestselling trademark is a
combination of suspense and passion in historical
tales alight with sparkling wit and brimming with
dangerous intrigue. Now she serves up the most
tantalizing novel of her career as an enterprising
woman allies herself with a mysterious spy, only
to be caught in a seething brew of treachery —
and temptation.... From the moment he burst into
her antiquities shop in Rome, Lavinia Lake knew
the stranger was nothing but trouble. He said he
was in pursuit of a killer. He swore he was only
trying to save her. Yet no matter what he
claimed, Lavinia was convinced that Mr. Tobias
March was bent instead on destroying her. And
when the self-described spy hustled her and her
niece out of the shop and back to England,
Lavinia could only hope that one day she would
would find a way to repay Mr. March in full. But
Lavinia never imagined the shocking
circumstances under which they would meet
again ... or that soon he would become more
deadly — and more compelling — with each
passing day. In the business of making private
inquiries, Tobias March had been hired to trade
down a powerful villain who even now was intent
on assuming control of a vast criminal
organization. Yet in his search he had found
nothing but one dead end — and one dead body —
after another. And then, just as his investigation
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was heating up once more, he found his mission
and his life complicated by the most
ungovernable, unpredictable, exasperating
woman he had ever met. Faced with a tangled
web of deceit and danger, Tobias had no choice
but to form a partnership with Lavinia, a lady
whose past could only be described as slightly
shady. Yet when he persuaded her to become his
associate, neither Tobias nor Lavinia realized
that their heated disputes would spark a sizzling
desire — or that the deeper they kept digging for
the truth, the deeper they were digging their own
graves....
My name is Madison Avery, and I'm here to tell
you that there's more out there than you can see,
hear, or touch. Because I'm there. Seeing it.
Touching it. Living it. Madison's prom was
killer—literally. For some reason she's been
targeted by a dark reaper—yeah, that kind of
reaper—intent on getting rid of her, body and
soul. But before the reaper could finish the job,
Madison was able to snag his strange, glowing
amulet and get away. Now she's stuck on
Earth—dead but not gone. Somehow the amulet
gives her the illusion of a body, allowing her to
toe the line between life and death. She still
doesn't know why the dark reaper is after her,
but she's not about to just sit around and let fate
take its course. With a little ingenuity, some lightbending, and the help of a light reaper (one of
the good guys! Maybe . . . ), her cute crush, and
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oh yeah, her guardian angel, Madison's ready to
take control of her own destiny once and for all,
before it takes control of her. Well, if she
believed in that stuff.
Eight years ago, Lieutenant Luke Ripton made a
hasty wartime marriage to protect a young girl
from a forced union. Now, unable to obtain an
annulment, Luke has no choice but to collect
Isabella, the fiercely independent wife he never
wanted. And while they remain bound to their
vows, they never expected that the passionate
fury they share could become passion of a
different kind...
This is the first instructional book of its kind,
taking a strikingly new and refreshing approach
to learning guitar, carefully designed to
guarantee efficient practice with rewarding
results. Whether your playing falls under one of
the more traditional styles, or whether you're a
composer and arranger or exploring new musical
regions and establishing your own musical
direction or personal fusion of musical ideas and
influences, The Praxis System has what you need.
The name of the system ("Praxis" comes from the
Greek word meaning "practice" and "to do")
accurately reflects its general orientation. Play it
first, getting sound and satisfaction out of the
guitar immediately, and musical understanding
will naturally follow. Praxis lets you choose the
precise subject you want and immediately
provides relevant musical examples. And these
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examples are presented in such a way that the
principle behind the example is always clear, thus
allowing you to apply it directly to your music.
Traditional guitar books try to teach you to play
someone else's music, while Praxis takes you
directly to being able to play anything that you
want---someone else's music, your own music,
and everything in between. Guitar instruction
books are traditionally written in a progressive
fashion; Book 1 first, then Book 2, etc. However,
the selection and sequencing of material is
usually determined by the book rather than the
reader, and the familiar result is that---while the
book progresses, the student doesn't. Again,
Praxis reverses this. You don't have to start with
Book 1, there is no Book 1! You go where your
interests lie. Just begin work on any one subject
in any volume that attracts you. Because Praxis is
a modular system, it can be reassembled into
many different combinations. These different
combinations of units can answer both varying
curricular needs as well as individual interests.
Titles: Style & Craft: Inventory of the Basic
Moves * Inventory of the Basic Mo
Xaviera Goes Wild
Slightly Shady
Bride by Mistake
Full Bodied Charmer
Farewell to Fairacre
With inspiration from Mary Shelley's Frankenstein—and perfect
for fans of Libba Bray—this breathless conclusion to the
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Madman's Daughter trilogy explores the things we'll sacrifice to
save those we love…even our own humanity. After killing the men
who tried to steal her father's research, Juliet and her friends
have escaped to a remote estate on the Scottish moors. Owned by
the enigmatic Elizabeth von Stein, the mansion is full of mysteries
and unexplained oddities: dead bodies in the basement, secret
passages, and fortune tellers who seem to know Juliet's secrets.
Though it appears to be a safe haven, Juliet fears new dangers
may be present within the manor's walls. Then Juliet uncovers the
truth about the manor's long history of scientific
experimentation—and her own intended role in it—forcing her to
determine where the line falls between right and wrong, life and
death, magic and science, and promises and secrets. And she must
decide if she'll follow her father's dark footsteps or her mother's
tragic ones, or whether she'll make her own.
In Drawing Near, John Bevere invites readers to explore a life of
intimacy with God. Emphasizing the need for obedience, he urges
us to practice-just as we would practice anything we hope to
improve-our communication with the Holy Spirit. Understanding
that prayer is a dialogue, not a monologue, Bevere encourages us
to listen at the Father's feet. Study questions in each chapter offer
opportunity for reflection, and a "How to draw near to God"
section offers practical steps toward developing true intimacy with
Him.
Townsfolk called him devil. For dark and enigmatic Julian, Earl
of Ravenwood, was a man with a legendary temper and a first wife
whose mysterious death would not be forgotten. Some said the
beautiful Lady Ravenwood had drowned herself in the black,
murky waters of Ravenwood Pond. Others whispered of foul play
and the devil's wrath. Now country-bred Sophy Dorring is about
to become Ravenwood's new bride. Drawn to his masculine
strength and the glitter of desire that burned in his emerald eyes,
the tawny-haired lass had her own reasons for agreeing to a
marriage of convenience. One was vengeance, and in its pursuit
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she would entangle Julian in a blackmail plot, a duel at dawn, and
a dangerous masquerade. The other reason was dearer to her
heart, but just as wild a quest: Sophy Dorring intended to teach
the devil to love again.
From New York Times bestselling author Diane Chamberlain.
Risks and rewards. Sisters and secrets. A riveting tale of family
gone wrong. Maya and Rebecca Ward are both accomplished
physicians, but that’s where the sisters’ similarities end. After a
devastating hurricane hits the coast of North Carolina, Rebecca
urges Maya to join her in the relief effort. It turns out to be just
what Maya needs—but then her helicopter crashes into raging
floodwaters, there appear to be no survivors. Forced to accept her
sister is gone, Rebecca turns to Maya’s husband Adam—first for
comfort, then in passion. Unaware that, miles from civilization,
Maya is injured and trapped with strangers she’s not certain she
can trust. Now Maya must find the courage to save
herself—unaware that the life she left has changed forever.
Previously published.
Gentleman's Agreement
Regency Romance
Drawing Near
We Own the Sky
Late for the Wedding

Thomas Gifford, the author of the New
York Times bestseller The Assassini,
creates a masterful suspense novel of
obsession and betrayal, set in World
War II Italy. "A classic
thriller".--Publishers Weekly.
Jude Deveraux continues her beloved
Montgomery saga in America with this
dramatic, passion-filled tale of
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rebellion and love—a breathtaking
adventure to be savored all over
again—or discovered for the first time!
In colonial New England, the British
are hunting a fearless, masked patriot
whose daring foils them at every turn.
He's known simply as the Raider.
Jessica Taggert, a proud-tempered
beauty, thrills to the Raider's
scorching midnight embrace, but
despises Alexander Montgomery, the
drunken town buffoon. In truth, the
cleverly disguised Montgomery lives two
lives...and only his triumph over the
hated Redcoats will free him, at last,
to know the full pleasure of Jessica's
love.
Having recently discovered that there
is a whole segment of the male populace
who like their women large and bold,
Jennifer Rose has finally learned to be
comfortable with the fact that she is
full-figured. To celebrate, she decides
to take a walk on the wild side. The
moment she spots the tall, blonde,
handsome Rick Markham at a charity
bachelor auction, her libido slips into
active overdrive. Although she's been
hurt in the past, she determines to get
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more for her money than dinner and
pleasant conversation. Rick Markham is
ready to settle down and raise a family
with his ideal woman: a tall, slender,
beautiful blonde. This description does
not apply to the sultry, plus-sized
Jennifer Rose, who wins a bidding war
with his ideal woman, requiring him to
spend an evening with her. After a
surprising dinner, a slow dance, and
several kisses that excite and arouse
him, Rick is ready to hop into the sack
with Jennifer for a one-night stand.
Neither of them is prepared for what
happens when he does... "For anyone
looking for a sweet endearing story
that will stick with you, this is it."
- April Taylor for Sensual Romance
When a reporter pretends to be Jewish,
he experiences anti-Semitism firsthand
in the New York Times bestseller and
basis for the Academy Award–winning
film. Journalist Philip Green has just
moved to New York City from California
when the Third Reich falls. To mark
this moment in history, his editor at
Smith’s Weekly Magazine assigns Phil a
series of articles on anti-Semitism in
America. In order to experience antiPage 8/24
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Semitism firsthand, Phil, a Christian,
decides to pose as a Jew. What he
discovers about the rampant bigotry in
America will change him forever.
Sinful
Simply Forbidden
Fletcher's Woman
Once Dead, Twice Shy
The Morganville Vampires, Book 5
In need of a rake to save her from an unwanted
marriage to a man she does not love, Chelsea
Fergusson begs the notorious Sinjin St. John to help
her. Reprint.
Your most scorching desires come blissfully true at
Madame Helene's Pleasure House--an elite brothel
in Regency England where passion has no limits. . .
Nothing's More Satisfying Than. . . With an
unconventional upbringing and a reputation as a
shameless flirt, Lisette Delornay-Ross is not your
typical young lady of the ton. Unlike her peers, she is
not afraid to follow her desires. And what she desires
is Major Lord Gabriel Swanfield. . . Fulfilling
Forbidden Passions. . . Returned to England after
his harrowing ordeal as a war prisoner, Gabriel has
shunned society. When Lisette brazenly confronts
him, he feels an overwhelming stirring of lust. He's
sure she would never entertain the illicit desires he
indulges at Madame Helene's. But when he kisses
her, he discovers her thirst for pleasure--and
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adventure--matches his. . . Praise for Kate Pearce's
Simply Sexual "This book has something for
everyone: hot sex scenes, a sexy hero with a tragic
past, a smart and compassionate heroine, intrigue,
danger and Regency London at its most decadent!"
-"Romantic Times " "Can you say HOT? Well it
doesn't get much hotter than Simply Sexual."
-"Simply Romance Reviews"
In this urban fantasy, a malevolent force seeks to
destroy a succubus as she struggles to be a
bridesmaid in her ex’s wedding. Georgina Kincaid
has formidable powers. Immortality, seduction,
shapeshifting into any human form she desires,
walking in heels that would cripple mere mortals—all
child’s play to a succubus like her… Helping to plan
her ex-boyfriend’s wedding is a different story.
Georgina isn’t sure which is worse—that Seth is
marrying another woman, or that Georgina has to
run all over Seattle trying on bridesmaid dresses.
Still, there are distractions. Georgina’s roommate,
Roman, is cluttering her apartment with sexual
tension. Then there’s Simone, the new succubus in
town, who’s intent on corrupting Seth. But the real
danger lies in the mysterious force that’s visiting her
thoughts, trying to draw her into a dark, otherworldly
realm. Sooner or later, Georgina knows she’ll be too
weak to resist. And when that happens, she’ll
discover who she can trust, who she can’t—and that
Hell is far from the worst place to spend eternity…
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Praise for #1 New York Times–bestselling author
Richelle Mead and her Succubus series “Richelle
Mead delivers sexy action and tongue-in-cheek
hellish humor—if damnation is this fun, sign me
up!”—Lilith Saintcrow, author of The Devil's Right
Hand “This is one of those series I'm going to keep
following.”—Jim Butcher, New York Times bestselling
author of the Harry Dresden series “The mix of
supernatural mystery, romance, and reluctant
succubus is great fun.”—Locus “Mead cooks up an
appetizing debut that blends romantic suspense with
a fresh twist on the paranormal, accented with
eroticism.”
A collection of fantasy stories by Tamora Pierce that
are set in her created land of Tortall and feature a
range of familiar and unknown characters.
C for Programmers with an Introduction to C11
A Whisper of Roses
Lie by Moonlight
Succubus Shadows
Tortall and Other Lands
Withoutthe evil vampire Bishop ruling over the town
of Morganville,the resident vampires have made
major concessions to the human population. With
their newfound freedoms, Claire Danvers and her
friends are almost starting to feel comfortable
again… Now Claire can actually concentrate on her
studies, and her friend Eve joins the
localtheatrecompany. But when one of Eve’s
castmates goes missingafter starting work on a
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shortdocumentary, Eve suspects the worst. Claire
and Eve soon realize that this film project, whose
subjectis the vampires themselves, is a wholelot
bigger—andway more dangerous—than anyone
suspected.
American Lola Laforet was swept away in a
whirlwind wedding and found herself the chef/owner
of the Hotel Riviera. Her life seemed to be a dream
come true. But then her husband disappeared one
day with nothing more than a wave goodbye. Six
months later, Jack Ferrar, an American ex-pat living
on his boat, drops anchor in Lola's harbor and
teaches her the true meaning of attraction. When
various shady people-all claiming ownership of the
Hotel Riviera-and the police appear, Lola and Jack
have to track down the mysterious Patrick. And along
the way, they fall in love. With great food, wonderful
sensuality, and lush scenery, Elizabeth Adler holds
you under her spell and transports you to one of the
most romantic places on earth.
Miss Read must face the future in another delightful
slice of village life... Now that Fairacre school no
longer faces the threat of closure, Miss Read is
looking forward to a few more years of teaching
before retirement. But the best-laid plans often go
awry. Unexpectedly, her health begins to fail and she
faces some tough decisions about her future.
Meanwhile, rumours abound about Miss Read's old
friend Mr Mawne, now a widower; a handsome
newcomer to the village takes a shine to the stalwart
headmistress; Miss Read keeps a watchful eye on the
courtship of a friend; and village life goes on.
The second novel in the internationally bestselling
EVERNIGHT series – a vampire romance with a
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shocking twist.
Dangerous Joy (The Company of Rogues Series, Book
5)
How to Disappear
Lord of Misrule
Guitar Compendium, Vol 2
An Essential Guide to Employment Law, Personnel
Policies and Procedures 5th Edition
Lisette Moisant is a widow, courtesy of the swordsmanship of
Caid O'Neill, one of the city's legendary maîtres d'armes. He
bested her loathsome husband in a duel, but now she is a pawn
of schemers who wish to steal her fortune and see her dead. It is
Caid to whom she turns for protection, and guilt leaves him no
recourse but to agree to Lisette's request. But soon a whispering
campaign is being waged against them, suggesting the two
plotted to kill Lisette's husband all along, that she is a woman of
loose morals and he is nothing short of a murderer. In a society
where reputation is everything, the scandal and accusations
threaten Lisette and Caid with ruin, and the person responsible
will stop at nothing until they have paid with their lives.
Pulled from the void by a binding spell, demon essence becomes
mortal-familiar, and Ianthe forms, yielding to her preference
for the female shape. She longs to live a human life, to love as a
human, and while she's escaped the dark realm and the lord she
called master, she can't escape her nature. Incubus, succubus,
Ianthe is able to shift between male and female forms, though
both aspects need to be fed. She could have any man, but it's
Homicide Detective Miguel Torres she wants, the man who
unknowingly summoned and bound her. Their attraction is
intense, immediate, and Miguel believes he'll never want
another-until he meets Ian, Ianthe's mysterious twin.
Attempting to withstand needs and urges denied since
childhood, Miguel buries himself in Ianthe's lush body as he
battles his attraction to Ian. Then drowns in shame when he
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succumbs to it-only to have the murder of a gay teen force him
to revisit the past...before he loses his future.
A triumphant story of a father and his little boy—and a love that
knows no limits. Rob Coates is a survivor. He’d thought he’d
won the lottery of life—a beautiful home, an incredible wife
Anna, and their precious son Jack, who makes every day an
extraordinary adventure. But when tragedy befalls his family,
Rob becomes his own worst enemy, pushing away all he holds
dear. With his world now suddenly just outside of his grasp,
Rob turns to photography, capturing the beautiful skyscrapers
and clifftops he used to visit—memories of the time when his
family was happy. And just when it feels as though there’s
nowhere left to turn, Rob embarks on the most unforgettable of
journeys to reclaim the joy and love he thought he’d lost.
Deeply emotional, beautifully written, and filled with
tremendous heart, We Own the Sky is a soaring debut about the
strength of the human spirit and the boundlessness of love. It is
a stunningly honest reminder of life’s greatest gifts, showing
how even a broken heart can learn to beat again.
In the college town of Morganville, vampires and humans
coexist in (relatively) bloodless harmony. Then comes Bishop,
the master vampire who threatens to abolish all order, revive
the forces of the evil dead, and let chaos rule. But Bishop isn’t
the only threat. Violent black cyclone clouds hover, promising a
storm of devastating proportions as student Claire Danvers and
her friends prepare to defend Morganville against elements
both natural and unnatural. Watch a Windows Media trailer
for this book.
Stargazer (Evernight, Book 2)
The Raider
Praetorian
The Employer's Handbook
Fanta C
Watch a Windows Media trailer for this book.
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Washington's rowdy lumber camps were no place for an
innocent young beauty. And when lovely Rachel McKinnon
caught the eye of Jonas Wilkes, she was truly in dire straits.
Wilkes owned the lumber empire, the town, the people -- and
now he wanted Rachel. Her only hope was the town's darkly
handsome doctor, Griffin Fletcher. In a promise to her dying
mother, Fletcher had reluctantIly promised to protect Rachel
from harm. But the smoldering enmity he felt for Wilkes would
erupt in passionate conflicts...for the young doctor, who had
forsworn any chance of loving again, was now desperately in
love with his ward, and she with him.
New York Times bestselling author Amanda Quick returns
with a thrilling new venture into romance and mystery,
featuring the most unusual, highly compatible--undeniably
combustible--pairing of Tobias March and his mesmerizing
partner, Lavinia Lake. An invitation to a country house party
at Beaumont Castle provides a perfect solution to Tobias and
Lavinia’s most exasperating challenge: how to escape the
chaos of London for a remote, relaxing--and above all
romantic--retreat from prying eyes and wagging tongues. But
the lovers’ plans are foiled when their first cozy interlude of
the weekend is disrupted by the appearance of a stunning
woman from Tobias’s past. Aspasia Gray’s beauty is as
haunting as her connection to Tobias. Her long-deceased
fiancé was a friend of his--in addition to being an eccentric
assassin. The mysterious nature of the bond between Tobias
and Aspasia makes Lavinia more than a little uncomfortable.
Especially as her first encounter with Aspasia occurs when
she finds her in Tobias’s bedchamber... It seems Aspasia is
seeking protection--and solace--after receiving an ominous
message that eerily recalls the past. Suddenly the obstacles
standing betweenTobias and Lavinia appear greater than just
a little London gossip--and far more deadly.When events at
the castle suggest someone is imitating the dead killer’s
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methods, the team of Lake and March fervently pursue the
investigation--and each other--as their leads take them from
Society’s most elegant haunts--and most discreet
hideaways--to London’s shadiest backstreets. As their
relationship heats up, so does the intrigue. Soon Lavinia will
have to employ all her talents to flummox the scoundrel who
so rudely interrupted her rendezvous. And then she and
Tobias can get back to more pleasurable affairs.
". . . a lively trip to Ireland and an action packed adventure
with lots of mischief, mystery and passionate characters."
~Jennifer Blake Miles Cavanagh just wants to hunt in the
Shires, but instead he finds himself the guardian to a twentyyear-old heiress hell-bent on marrying a fortune-hunting
wretch. Refusing to let Felicity throw her life away, Miles
kidnaps his ward and carries her off to England. But Felicity's
determination is proving equal to his. As fierce wills clash,
and fiery hearts ignite into passion, Felicity faces a choice:
pursue her mission, or trust the tyrant she's come to love.
From The Publisher: Author Jo Beverley is known for her
consumate attention to historical detail that wisks the reader
back in time to a near first-hand experience. Fans of Regency
romance and historical British fiction set in the 19th century,
as well as readers of Jess Michaels, Mary Balogh, Christi
Caldwell, Stephanie Laurens, Madeline Hunter and Mary Jo
Putney will want to read every book by Jo Beverley.
"Brimming with sensual adventure and daring wit." ~RT "...a
fast paced, fun romance that will keep you glued. First rate
keeper!" ~Aromancereview.com
Light in Shadow
Feast of Fools
Kiss of Death
A Collection of Tales
The Morganville Vampires, Book 4
The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide
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to procedural programming in C through 130
working code examples Written for programmers
with a background in high-level language
programming, this book applies the Deitel
signature live-code approach to teaching the
C language and the C Standard Library. The
book presents the concepts in the context of
fully tested programs, complete with syntax
shading, code highlighting, code walkthroughs
and program outputs. The book features
approximately 5,000 lines of proven C code
and hundreds of savvy tips that will help you
build robust applications. Start with an
introduction to C, then rapidly move on to
more advanced topics, including building
custom data structures, the Standard Library,
select features of the new C11 standard such
as multithreading to help you write highperformance applications for today’s
multicore systems, and secure C programming
sections that show you how to write software
that is more robust and less vulnerable.
You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment
of procedural programming. When you’re
finished, you’ll have everything you need to
start building industrial-strength C
applications. Practical, example-rich
coverage of: C programming fundamentals
Compiling and debugging with GNU gcc and gdb,
and Visual C++® Key new C11 standard
features: Type generic expressions, anonymous
structures and unions, memory alignment,
enhanced Unicode® support, _Static_assert,
quick_exit and at_quick_exit, _Noreturn
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function specifier, C11 headers C11
multithreading for enhanced performance on
today’s multicore systems Secure C
Programming sections Data structures,
searching and sorting Order of evaluation
issues, preprocessor Designated initializers,
compound literals, bool type, complex
numbers, variable-length arrays, restricted
pointers, type generic math, inline
functions, and more. Visit www.deitel.com For
information on Deitel’s Dive Into® Series
programming training courses delivered at
organizations worldwide visit
www.deitel.com/training or write to
deitel@deitel.com Download code examples To
receive updates for this book, subscribe to
the free DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE e-mail
newsletter at
www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Join
the Deitel social networking communities on
Facebook® at facebook.com/DeitelFan ,
Twitter® @deitel, LinkedIn® at
bit.ly/DeitelLinkedIn and Google+™ at
gplus.to/Deitel
Suspecting that a new client is hiding a dark
secret, home decorator Zoe Luce enlists the
help of investigator Ethan Truax, with whom
she falls in love despite the dark secrets of
her past that could destroy their budding
romance.
Can a spirited beauty tame a Highland beast?
Born into both affluence and adoration,
Sabrina Cameron, the "princess" of Clan
Cameron has never met a soul she couldn't
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charm—until she comes face to face with
Morgan MacDonnell, the son of her father's
lifelong enemy. As adults, they are thrown
together to end the bloody feud between their
families. Morgan spirits the delicate rose of
a girl away to his rugged castle, never
suspecting that his own surrender will be the
sweetest victory of all. Book 3 of 5 of the
Brides of the Highlands Series (Can be read
in any order) The Brides of the Highlands
Series includes The Devil Wears Plaid,
Heather and Velvet, A Whisper of Roses, Some
Like It Wicked and Some Like It Wild “A
Whisper of Roses will make you laugh and
cry.”—USA Today “Just one more fantastic
example of Teresa Medeiros’s storytelling
ability. Her characters leap from the page to
capture your imagination and your heart.
Enthralling and unforgettable!”—Romantic
Times “Medeiros casts a spell with her
poignant writing. An outstanding reading
adventure from cover to cover!”—Rendezvous “A
superb storyteller. Medeiros can pull every
last emotion from the reader with tearinducing scenes and laugh-out-loud
dialogue.”—Booklist ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION
Scottish romance, Highland romance, Clan
romance, Bride romance
A new chapter in the New York Times
bestselling Morganville Vampires saga.
Vampire musician Michael Glass has attracted
the attention of a big- time producer who
wants to cut a demo and play some gigs-which
means Michael will have to enter the human
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world. For this, he's been assigned escorts
that include both a dangerous immortal as
well as Michael's all-too-human friends. And
with that mix of personalities, this is going
to be a road trip from hell...
Angel Rogue
Seduction
A Life of Intimacy with God
A Cold Legacy
Fade Out

A succubus must balance a burgeoning romance as she
fights to save a co-worker’s soul in this urban fantasy
from a #1 New York Times–bestselling author. Love
hurts, and no one knows it better than Georgina Kincaid.
If she so much as kisses Seth Mortensen, the shy, sexy
writer she’s been dating, she’ll drain his life force.
Admittedly, the shapeshifting and immortality perks of a
succubus are terrific, but it’s completely unfair that a shedemon whose purpose is seduction can’t get down with
the one mortal who accepts her for who she is… It’s not
just her personal life that’s in chaos. Doug, Georgina’s coworker at a local bookstore, has been exhibiting bizarre
behavior, and Georgina suspects something far more
demonic than double espressos. She could use an assist
from Bastien, an irresistibly charming incubus and her
best immortal friend, but he’s giving Georgina some
highly distracting come-hither vibes. Georgina is going to
have to work solo on this one-and fast, because soon,
Doug’s life won't be the only one on the line… Praise for
Richelle Mead and her Succubus series “Richelle Mead
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delivers sexy action and tongue-in-cheek hellish humor—if
damnation is this fun, sign me up!”—Lilith Saintcrow,
author of The Devil's Right Hand “This is one of those
series I'm going to keep following.”—Jim Butcher, New
York Times bestselling author of the Harry Dresden series
“The mix of supernatural mystery, romance, and reluctant
succubus is great fun.”—Locus “Mead cooks up an
appetizing debut that blends romantic suspense with a
fresh twist on the paranormal, accented with
eroticism.”—Booklist
Returning to his ancestral home in Yorkshire after
working for several years as a spy, Lord Robert
Andreville is unable to forget his dark past until he meets
half-Mohawk Maxima Collins, who seeks the truth about
her father's death. Reissue.
While investigating a suspicious death, private inquiry
agent Ambrose Wells finds himself on the grounds of
Aldwick Castle—and in the midst of utter chaos. The
ramshackle castle is in flames—and a beautiful woman and
four young girls are taking flight on horseback. It turns
out that the strong-minded Miss Concordia Glade and her
four bright students are on the run from a notorious
London crime lord who’ll stop at nothing to destroy them.
Now, their only hope is Ambrose, a confirmed loner with
more than his share of secrets—and more than his share of
desire for the unconventional teacher. And as Ambrose
and Concordia risk everything to bring down a criminal
mastermind, they will also be forced to battle something
even greater: the steamy passion that threatens their hardPage 21/24
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won independence…
All employers are expected to deal with an increasingly
complex legal framework, which they ignore at their peril.
This book is a source of guidance that will ensure they
keep on the right side of the law. This edition covers all
recent changes.
The Hotel Riviera
No Longer A Gentleman
Dawn Encounter
A Novel
Demon Familiar
Attorney Laurel Chandler tries not to fall for the
charm of notorious bad boy writer Jack Boudreaux,
a man who has seduced half the women in Bayou
Breaux. Original.
From the author of Between the Notes comes a story
that shines a light on our love of social media and
how sometimes being the person you think you want
to be isn’t as great as being the person you truly
are. Perfect for fans of Vivi Greene’s Sing and
Susane Colasanti’s Now and Forever. Vicky
Decker’s social anxiety has helped her to master the
art of hiding in plain sight, appearing only to her best
friend, Jenna. But when Jenna moves away, Vicky’s
isolation becomes unbearable. So she decides to
invent a social life by Photoshopping herself into
other people’s photos and posting them on
Instagram under the screen name Vicurious.
Instantly, she begins to get followers, and soon,
Vicky has made a whole new life for herself without
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ever leaving her bedroom. But the more followers
she amasses online, the clearer it becomes that
there are a lot of people out there who feel like
her—#alone and #ignored in real life. To help them,
and herself, she must stop living vicariously and
start bringing the magic of Vicurious back to life.
The New York Times bestselling author delivers a
Regency adventure “packed with an abundance of
sizzling sexual chemistry and dangerous intrigue”
(Booklist). Grey Sommers, Lord Wyndham, never
met a predicament he couldn’t charm his way out of.
Then a tryst with a government official’s wife during
a bit of casual espionage in France condemns him to
a decade in a dungeon, leaving him a shadow of his
former self. Yet his greatest challenge may be the
enigmatic spy sent to free his body—the only woman
who might heal his soul. Cassie Fox lost everything
in the chaos of revolution, leaving only a
determination to help destroy Napoleon’s empire
through her perilous calling. Rescuing Grey is
merely one more mission. She hadn’t counted on a
man with the stark beauty of a ravaged angel, whose
desperate courage and vulnerability thaw her frozen
heart. But a spy and a lord are divided by an
impassable gulf even if they manage to survive one
last, terrifying mission . . . Praise for the Lost Lords
series “Romance at its best!”—Julia Quinn
“Intoxicating, romantic and utterly ravishing. .
.”—Eloisa James “Intoxicating and not-to-be
missed.”—Romantic Times (4 ½ Stars, Top Pick)
“Rich with historical detail and multifaceted
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characters.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“Exquisitely and sensitively written.”—Library
Journal (starred review)
The Morganville Vampires
Technique / Improvisation / Musicianship / Theory
The Lies We Told
Succubus On Top
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